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Introduction
You can rarely make your contract simply by cashing top winners.  To
develop extra tricks, you will need to increase the power of your lesser
cards.  Often you will employ the finesse, one of the most important of
all card play techniques. 

Teachers have to fight with beginners to get them to take their first
finesse.  Once players see how a ‘cheap’ trick can be made, though, they
become addicted to finessing.  You may think that ‘finessing’ is hardly
a worthwhile subject for a serious book on card play.  After all, anyone
can take a finesse — sometimes they win and sometimes they lose.
What more is there to it?

If that is your view, we may have a surprise for you.  In this book,
you will find out which finesses to take and which ones to reject.  You
will discover which card should be led when finessing. We will look
also at that perennial card play technique, timing.  Do you always know
when a particular finesse should be taken?  And what about those
awkward two-way finesses?  Do you always guess them right?  No —
nor does anyone, but some players do so more often than most.  Why is
that?

Come with us as we explore these topics and many more.  We begin
with the simple question:

What is a finesse?

In raw terms, a finesse is an attempt to win a trick with a card that is not
the highest remaining card in the suit (for example, the queen in an A-Q
holding).  The success or failure of a finesse depends on the position of
the higher card, or cards, held by the defenders.
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There are several common types of finesse. The first involves
leading towards the lesser honor that you are hoping to score:

You can always score one club trick with the ace.  By leading
towards dummy, and playing the queen if the king has not appeared, you
can make a second club trick when West holds the king.

This is another example of the first type:

You lead towards the king, the honor you are hoping to score.  Once
again, success will depend on the location of a particular card held by
the defenders (the ace this time, the king in the first layout). 

A second type of finesse involves leading a high card rather than a
low one.  The emphasis is more on ‘trapping’ the enemy high card:

You lead the queen from your hand and West’s king (if he holds that
card) is ambushed.  You will score two heart tricks without loss.

In the next chapter, we will meet many more finesse positions as we
examine how, why and when you should take a finesse.  Those of you
who had scant respect for the finesse as a technique may — reluctantly
— have to change their opinion!

♣ A Q

♣ ? ? ? ♣ ? ? ? 
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♦ ? ? ? ♦ ? ? ? 
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♥ A 2

♥ ? ? ? ♥ ? ? ? 

♥ Q J
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Some Finessing
Techniques

We have already seen that you can score two tricks with small cards
opposite an ace-queen combination simply by leading towards the ace-
queen.  Does it matter if the ace and queen are in separate hands?

Can you still take a finesse?  Yes, by cashing the ace and then
leading towards the queen you can establish a second club trick if West
holds the king.  Remember, you do not need to hold the master card in
the suit in order to be able to finesse.

Indeed, you do not even have to cash the ace first — you can start
by leading a low club towards dummy’s queen.  Doing things this way
will cost a trick only on the rare occasions when East holds the singleton
king of clubs.

However, be warned — the more cards you hold in the suit, the
more likely a singleton king becomes.  Suppose this is your trump suit:

C H A P T E R  •  1

♣ Q 5 3

♣ ? ? ? ♣ ? ? ? 

♣ A 4 2
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♥ A Q 5 3

♥ ? ? ? ♥ ? ? ? 

♥ 9 7 6 4 2
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